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VLT BRAKE DATA® MODULES
VLT Brake Data® Time Measurement

DEVELOPED FOR THE BRAKE SPECIALIST, BUT AVAILABLE TODAY FOR EVERYONE WHO IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR VEHICLE TESTING

Measuring and analysing test data is becoming a
full days work for many engineers working in the
automo  ve world. Storing of all this data is more
and more common.
Data which is required can be consulted or 
reprinted at all  mes.
VLT Brake Data® is available in diff erent
modules just for storing the test results of cars,
light goods vehicles and buses. For these vehicles
which mainly have no large diff erence in unladen
and laden condi  on, we off er the VLT Brake 
Data®
2004/6 Windows, a simple solu  on giving all the
informa  on you need.
For those vehicles which have a greater 
diff erence in unladen and laden weight, like 
heavy goods vehicles, trailers, etc. we have the 
VLT Brake Data® Corridor Windows. This program 
measures the brake effi  ciency as tested normally 
unladen.
The air pressure in the brake cylinder is measured 
at the locking point of the wheelbrakes. The axle
weight is stored and the computer makes the 
calcula  on from the measured values s  ll in 
unladen condi  on of the vehicle. But we also 
need to calculate the brake effi  ciency in laden 
condi  on without having the vehicle laden.
This calcula  on is made by the computer by
extrapola  on of the air pressure value mostly 
up to 6 BAR = 85 PSI. At this point we calculate 
the rela  on between the air pressure at unladen 
weight in the brake cylinders at 6 BAR.
The computer calculates the total available brake
force divided by the gross vehicle weight. This is
the total weight of the vehicle in fully laden 
condi  on.
The outcome is the brake effi  ciency in percentage
of the gross vehicle weight.
Brake Data® Corridor Windows can do this per

axle separately or the sum of all the axles. The
program has a number of so called ‘’Corridors’’
given by government authori  es on vehicle 
manufacturing.
The program also gives the engineer the 
possibility to create its own ‘’Corridors’’. In
Europe we have a number of EU corridors and by
selec  ng one of these corridors the program will
draw up automa  cally around these lines. This all
means that the ’harmoniza  on’ can be achieved 
far more easily, quickly and more accurately. 
If tes  ng semi-trailers, the so called K-factor is 
automa  cally calculated and taken into account 
by the program.
There is no other way to achieve this informa  on 
in such a short  me and in such an easy way.

Another VLT program is VLT Brake Data® 
Time Windows. This module contains VLT 
so  ware and hardware including a PCB card 
for installa  on in the PC. Here we have a very 
important aspect and we call this measuring the 
 me which is involved in rising and/or falling of 

the air pressure in the en  re brake system.
Especially for trucks/trailers with mul   axles this 
is a very important safety item.
VLT off ers these tools to measure rising  me and
falling  me in the system in milli-seconds. Simple
and quick vice versa by using the standard air
pressure transmi  er as we use for air pressure
measurement during the brake test.
The VLT program can take up to 10 transmi  ers 
at the same  me. The results are presented in 
seconds in graphic form displayed on the monitor 
or in print; even a print-out in table form can be 
printed.
This makes it easy to compare the results with 
the legal requirements.

Available modules
VLT 5403 VLT Brake Data® Windows, for cars, light goods vehicles and buses
VLT 5405 VLT Brake Data® Corridor Windows, for heavy goods vehicles, trailers, etc.
VLT 5407 VLT Brake Data® Windows, storing and dataprocessing, view only
VLT 5409 VLT Brake Data® Corridor Windows, storing and dataprocessing, view only
VLT 5423 VLT Brake Data® Windows, network version, 2 client licences, for cars, light goods vehicles and buses
VLT 5424 VLT Brake Data® Windows, network version, additional client licence

Many other modules available, such as country-specific versions


